Threat-Fire® is an accessory that greatly enhances training by bringing real-life consequences into the simulation. This product delivers an electric impulse that simulates consequence actions, including: gunfire, explosions and dog attacks.

**Adjustable:** Electric impulse is wirelessly adjustable from 0.2 to 2.5 seconds

**Compatibility:** Fully integrated into all VirTra simulators

**Enhances Training:** Electric impulses add stress and consequences to training

**Environmentally Friendly:** Powered by a rechargeable battery pack

**Powerful:** Electric impulse can penetrate multiple layers of clothing

**Safe:** No eye protection necessary. Fail-safe impulse protection

**Simple:** No aiming required, allowing the trainer to focus fully on the trainee

**Wireless:** Allows freedom of movement inside and outside of the simulator. Adjustable from 50ft away

Threat-Fire requires no aiming, no cleanup and has low risk of personal injury. Unlike other forms of simulation distraction, the Threat-Fire delivers a more powerful, realistic consequence.

VirTra holds the only patent for electrical stimulation within a simulation.

U.S. Patent No. 8,016,594

U.S. Patent No. 8,267,691